On the role of calcium in adhesion of cells to solid substrates.
Experiments are described which show that while the presence of calcium in the medium is required for the cells to maintain their adhesion, it is not necessary for the initial attachment of 3T3 cells to solid substrates. Cells are detached by treatment with urea at 4 degrees C suggesting that adhesion may involve hydrogen bonding between the cell surface and the substratum. Although most of the cell-bound calcium is removed by trypsin, the detaching effect of trypsinisation can be inhibited at low temperature suggesting that ionic calcium bridges are probably not directly involved in retaining the cells on the surface. Cells are made totally insensitive to removal by trypsin by prior washing with lanthanum. Our findings suggest that the external role of calcium in cell adhesion is exerted indirectly. We conclude that the cell presents to the exterior at least two physiochemical classes of molecule. One class composed of hydrogen bond-forming adhesive material (possible proteins) and another class of anti-adhesive molecules (possibly glycoproteins). These two components are somehow separated in the formation of adhesive 'plaques' and this process is process is apparently uninfluenced by the calcium concentration in the medium. However, the maintenance of the localised zones of adhesion is aided by factors which prevent their disruption by the intrusion into them of anti-adhesive molecules diffusing from adjacent regions of the cell membrane. These factors include cooling below the transition temperature of the membrane lipids and lateral cross-linking of non-adhesive elements by calcium. By contrast, conditions which reduce the stability of the separation of adhesive and non-adhesive surface components would be expected to diminish the overall adhesiveness of cells to the substratum.